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This is a continuation of our previous paper [9]. In the paper [9]
we have attached to a bounded symmetric domain X and a discontinuous
group Γ operating on X two kinds of cohomology groups. The first
one is associated with a certain representation of Γ and the second one
is associated with a so-called canonical automorphic factor. The first
purpose of the present paper is to prove Theorem 7.1 which establishes
an isomorphism between these two kinds of cohomology groups of type
(0, #). This isomorphism has been proved in [9] in the case q = dimcX
as a generalization of a theorem of Eichler-Shimura, and thus Theorem
7.1 completes our previous result. Before arriving at this theorem, we
shall first summarize and reformulate results in [9] in terms of Lie
algebra cohomology and we shall give in §5 a decomposition of the
laplacian operators Δ', Δ" into sums of the "representation parts" Δ£,
Δ " and the "differential parts" Δ#, Δ£>'. These decompositions of the
laplacians will be utilized throughout the present paper.

The second purpose of this paper is to prove vanishing theorems
for the cohomology groups in question. Our results are stated in the
forms of Theorems 8.2, 9.1, 9.2, 12.1 and 12.2. The main idea for
establishing these vanishing theorems is to relate our cohomology groups,
via the decompositions of the laplacians, with the cohomology groups of
the abelian Lie algebras n±. The representation parts of the laplacians
are closely related to the laplacians which appeared in the paper of
Kostant [8]. The cohomology theory of the Lie algebras n* is the
object of Kostant's paper and we shall use his main results in the last
three sections. As we shall see, one of the essential points in our proof
of the vanishing theorems is in fact the vanishing of the cohomology
groups of the Lie algebras n±. We note also that Theorems 9.1 and 9.2
generalize and improve the results of Calabi-Vesentini [3] and Ise [7].
It should be emphasized here that Theorems 9.1 and 9. 2 are deduced,
owing to the isomorphsm established by Theorem 7.1 between the two
Jdnds of cohomologies of type (0, q), from the corresponding vanishing
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theorem (Theorem 8.2) for the cohomology groups associated with a
representation of Γ. Thus the study of the cohomology groups associated
with a representation of Γ is very significant in our investigaion. We
mention finally that important applications of this cohomology to alge-
braic geometry and number theory are given recently by M. Kuga [lϊ].

Contents

1. The complexes A(T, X, p) and A(T, X, Jr).
2. Cohomology groups of Lie algebras.
3. The complex A(Ty X, p) and the complex C(cjc, fc 3).
4. The bigraded complex C(gc, fc 3).
5. Laplacian operators in C(QC, fc 3).
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iϊϊ^(Γ,Z,/P l).
8. Vanishing theorems for the cohomology groups Hog(T7 X, p).
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10. Cohomology of the abelian Lie algebras n* and decomposition
of the ϊ c - modules F<S>An±'

11. The operators U and L" in the module F®/\n-®/\n+.
12. Theorems on the cohomology groups HP'9(Γ, X, p).

1. The complexes A(Γ, X, />) and A(Γ, X, JS)

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group which has a faithful
repesentation and K a maximal compact subgroup of G. We put X=G/K.
Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of G then Γ is a discontinuous group
operating on X. We assume that the quotient space Y\X is compact or,
what amounts to the same, that the quotient space T\G is compact.
Let now p be a representation of G in a complex vector space F. We
denote by AP(Γ, X, p) the vector space of all F-valued C°°-differential
^-forms ί? o n l such that

ηoLy = p(y)η

for all γGΓ, where LΊ is the translation of X by γ. The graded module
A(Γ, Xy p) = yΣipA

p(Y, X, p) is then a complex with coboundary operator
defined by the exterior differentiation d. We shall denote by Hp(Ty X, p)
the cohomology groups of the complex ^4(Γ, X, p).

We shall denote by g the Lie algebra of left invariant vector fields
on G, and by ϊ the subalgebra of g corresponding to the subgroup K.
Since every left invariant vector field on G is projectable onto Γ\G by
the projection vx : G->Γ\G, and since Γ is a discrete subgroup of G, the
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mapping vr defines an injection of the Lie algebra g into the Lie algebra
of all vector fields on Γ\G. In the following we shall identify the Lie
algebra g with its image by this injection, so that l e g will be identi-
fied with the vector field vr(X) on T/G. On the other hand, let <•, •>
denote the Killing form of the Lie algebra g, and put

m = {X<=$ <X, Yy = 0 for all

We have then

(1.1) g = m + ϊ, mΠϊ = (0), [m, m]cf, [ϊ, m]cτn .

We shall denote by gc the complexification of the Lie algebra g and by
ϊ c and xnc the complex vector subspaces of gc spanned by ϊ and m
respectively. Obviously fc is a subalgebra of gc.

Let η be a form in AP(Γ9 Xy p). Denoting by π the projection of G
onto X, we define a form y° on G by putting i72 = p(s~1)θ7°ar), (s^G).
The form v° is invariant under left translations of G by elements of Γ,
and therefore y° is regarded as a form on the quotient space T\G. The
image i4g(Γ, X, p) of AP(Γ9 X, p) by the mapping v^v° consists of all
F-valued ^-forms on T\G which satisfiy the conditions

= o

for all X^t, where Θ(X) and i{X) denote the operators of Lie derivation
and interior product by X respectively. Moreover, the exterior differ-
entiation d in A(Γ, Xy p) is transformed to the operator d for v° such
that

(1.3) (dv°)(X19 •• ,Xp+1) = Σkt\(-l)u+K

for I ^ - J ^ G i n [9, Part i §4]. We remark that each form v°<^
Ao(T, X, p) defines canonically a ^-linear alternating form on gc with
values in the vector space 3 of all C°°-functions on Y\G this form
determines y° and is characterized among 3 -valued ^-linear alternating
forms on gc as the one satisfying (1.2) for all Xef c when Θ(X) and
i(X) are interpreted in a suitable way (see §2).

In this paper we shall be concerned with the case where X=G/K
is a symmetric bounded domain in CN. Since G is assumed to have a
faithful representation, there exists a complex form Gc of G, that is, a
complex Lie group with Lie algebra gc which has G as a real analytic
subgroup corresponding to gcigc. The complex subgroup of Gc corres-
ponding to the subalgebra ϊ c will be denoted by Kc. In this case, the
module A(Γ, X, p) is bigraded the subspace AP*9(Γ7 X, p) consists of the
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forms v EΞAPf *(Γ, Xy p) which are of type (/>, #). We know that ίΓ(Γ, X, p)
decomposes into the direct sum Σϊp+Q=rHpl9(Γ, X, p) where Hp'q(Γy X, p)
is the subgroup of Hr(T, X, p) consisting of the elements represented
by closed forms of type (py q) [9, p. 405].

Let Aξ'q(ΓyXyp) be the submodule of Ap

0

+q(ΓyXy p) corresponding to
the submodule Ap 9(Γ, X, p) of Ap+q(Γy X, p) by the isomorphism v->v°.
To characterize the forms belonging to Λ?>9(Γ, Xy p\ we recall the follow-
ing facts [9, p. 395]. The vector space m c decomposes canonically into
the direct sum m c = n+ + τr where n+ and π~ are abelian subalgebras of
QC such that [ ϊ c , π + ] c n + and [ϊ c , π " ] c n " moreover, ϊ contains a Cartan
subalgebra f) of g and, in the set of roots of gc with respect to the
Cartan subalgebra ψy there is a subset Ψ (of the so-called positive
complementary roots) such that n+ (resp. rt~) is spanned by {Xa; α £ Ψ }
(resp. {Xs « G Ψ } ) , where Xa (resp. Xa) are eigenvectors of the roots a
(resp. —a). We can choose these vectors so that ζXΛ9 Xa> = l for all
α G ψ . We have then Xa = XΛ, where — denotes the conjugation of g c

with respect to g. Using these notations, a form v°^A^q(Γ, X, p) be-
longs to Aξ q(Γ, Xy p) if and only if the following condition is verified
if ηXX19 fXp+g)^0 with X e n * , then the number of X{ belonging to
π + (resp. to n~) equals p (resp. q). [9, p. 400].

We have defined in [9, p. 397] the canonical automorphic factor /
on X=G/K. J is a C°°-mapping of G x l into Kc such that

1) J(sy x) is holomorphic in x<=X;

2) J(st, x)=J(s, tx)J(t, x) for s,ttΞGyx£ΞX.

For a holomorphic representation r of Kc in a complex vector space S
we put

Jr(s, x) = τ(J(sy x)).

Then Jτ is a GL(S)-valued automorphic factor which we call the
(canonical) automorphic factor of type r. Let now Ap'g(Ty Xy Jτ) (resp.
Ar(Γy Xy Jτ)) be the vector space of all S-valued forms v of type (py q)
(resp. of degree r) on X such that

(v°Ly)x = / τ ( r , χ)vx

for all x<=X and γ e Γ . We have Ar(Ty XJΎ) = Yι^q=rA
p *(Γ, X,JT). Put

A(Γy Xy / T ) = Σ P > g A p ' q ( T y X y J r ) . The operator d" defines a coboundary
operator of type (0, 1) in the bigraded complex A(Γ, Xy Jτ). We shall
denote by H£;,q{Ty X, Jr) the cohomology groups of this complex A(Ty Xy Jτ)
with the coboundary operator d".

As in the case of Ap(ΓyX,p), the module Ap>q(TyXyJr) corresponds to a
module AV{Vy XyJr) of (p + q)-ίorm$ on Γ\G for a form η^Ap *(Γ, XyJτ)
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we define a (p + q)-ίorm v° on G by putting v°s=Jτ(s, xQ)~Xv°π)s, where
xo = π(e)y e being the identity element of G. Then rf is induced by the
projecton vr: G^Γ\G from an S-valued form on Γ\G, which we denote
also by y°. The mapping v^v° maps the module Ap 9(Γ, X>JT) bijectively
onto the module A%>q(Γ> X, Jτ) consisting of all S-valued
on T\G such that

( L 4 )

for all Xefc, and that if v°(X19 —, Xp+<7)φ0 with J^-en*, then the number
of Xi belonging to π+ (resp. to n") equals p (resp. q). Moreover, the
operator d" on A(T, X,Jr) is transformed to the operator d" on -^(Γ, X,JT)
^ Σ ^ Λ ' t Γ j J J such that if v°6ΞA% q(Γ9 X, Jτ)

"!) Xpurf (X*^ '"> X(ύp> Xβ-L) '">Xβu>

(1. 5)

where Xai (resp. Xβj) are elements of the basis of π+ (resp. π~).
We have studied in [9] the cohomology groups HP(Γ, X, p),

Hg;,q(Γ, X, Jτ) as well as some relations among these cohomology groups,
by applying the theory of vector bundle-valued harmonic forms. Some
formulae established in [9] will be needed in this paper, and will be
recalled in the following sections.

2. Cohomology groups of Lie algebras

In this section we shall summarize some notions in the cohomology
theory of Lie algebras which we shall use in the following sections.
Let QC be a complex Lie algebra and ϊ c a subalgebra of gc. Assume
that a representation m of gc in a complex vector space V be given
the vector space V is then regarded as a gc-module. We shall denote
by CP(QC V) the vector space of all ^-linear alternating forms on gc

with values in V. Put C(gc V) = ̂ pC
p(αc V). In this graded module

C(9C V) we can define the operators i(X) and £(X) of interior product
and Lie derivation by X; %(X) is the degree-preserving operator defined
by

(2.1) (!t{X)v)(X19 .-., Xp) = tn(X)v{Xί9 •-., Xp))

for ηtΞCp{<f\ V)(p>0) and l(X)v = m(X)v for ^eC°(gc; V)(=V), while
i(X) is the operator of degree —1 defined by

(2.2)
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for y(ΞCi'(gc;V)(p>0) and i(X)y = 0 for yeC°(g° V). There exists
one and only one operator d of degree 1 such that i(X)d + di(X) =
and d is given by

(2.3) (dy)(Xlt »,X,+1) = ΈVΛi-lΓ'miXJyiX,, - , £ , -,XP+1)

Since d2 = 0, the module C(gc F) is a complex with rf as coboundary
operator. We shall call this complex the cochain complex of QC with
coefficients in the cjc-module V. The cohomology groups of this complex
will be denoted by HP(QC V).

Let CP(QC, Ϊ C ; V) be the submodule of CP(QC V) consisting of all
elements ?eC*(g c ;F) such that <L(X)v = i(X)v = 0 for all XGΞΪC. The
submodule C(gc, fc V) = Σ/,C

/'(gc, ϊ c V) is stable under the operator d
and thus a subcomplex of C(gc V). We shall call this complex C(gc, tc V)
the cochain complex of gc relative to tc with coefficients in F, and the
cohomology groups of this complex will be denoted by HP(QC, tc V).

We note that if gc is decomposed into the direct sum gc = ϊ c + mc

as vector space and if [fc, m c ] c m c , then each cochain V^CP(QC, ic V)
is identified with a ^-linear alternating form y on m c such that t(X)v = 0
for all X^ϊc, where Ϊ(X) is defined by the same formula as (2.1).
Therefore, if m* denotes the dual vector space of mc, the module

CP(QC, tc V) may be canonically identified with the subspace of
P

consisting of all elements of V®/\m* which are annihilated by the

operators m(Y)(g)l + l<g)ad*(Y) for all F G ^ C , where ad* is the represent-

ation of fc in /\m* induced by the adjoint representation of gc.

3. The complex A(Γ, X, p) and the complex C(gc, ! c Ό)

We retain the notation in §1 and resume here some of the results
in [9] in the language of the cohomology theory of Lie algebra. Let
31 be the vector space of all complex valued C°°-functions on T\G and
let <3=3{®cF. We may identify 3 with the vector space of all F-valued
C'-functions on Γ\G. The vector spaces ift and F have structures of
cjc-module in an obvious way and hence so does the tensor product 3
by the rule

m(X){f®u) =

where IGCJ C , /<= ίft and WGF, The vector space 3 has also two other
<3c-module structures defined respectively by

m1(X)(f®u) = Xf®u
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and

m2(X)(f®u)=f®p(X)u.

We denote by 3, the vector space 3 with the gc-module structure
mi (i = l,2), while we denote simply by 3 the vector space 3 with the
gc-module structure m.

Let C(gc; 8) = ΣjC*(0 c; 3) (resp. C(gc 8,)) be the cochain complex
of the Lie algebra gc with coefficients in the gc-module 3 (resp. 3*).
We denote by d (resp. tf,) the coboundary operator in C(gc 9) (resp.
C(gc; 3,)) and by i(X) and SE(X) (resp. Ϊ, (X)) with I G 9

C the operators
of interior product and Lie derivation in C(gc 3) (resp. C(gc 3,-)). In
the following we shall consider the operators d{ and O^X) as operators
in C(gc 8).

Let C(gc, ϊ c 3) be the cochain complex of gc relative to ϊ c with
coefficients in 3. We see at once that the complex A0(Ty X, p) may be
identified with the complex C(gc, ϊ c 3). Therefore, by the results in § 1,
there is a canonical isomorphism of the complex A(Γ9 X, p) onto the
complex C(gc, fc 3). We shall identity by this isomorphism the com-
plex A(T, Xy p) with C(gc, ϊ c 3) and therefore the cohomology groups
iP(Γ, X, p) with the relative cohomology groups Hp(Qc

y ΐ
c $). Note that

the complex C(gc 3X) is identified with the complex of all F-valued
C°°-differential forms on Y\G for which the coboundary operator is the
operator of exterior differentiation.

A positive definite hermitian inner product (η, ζ) in CP(QC, tc 3) is
defined by the formula

where {Xj, •••, -X̂ } is a basis of m which is orthonormal with respect
to the Killing form of g and ( , )F denotes an inner product in F satis-
fying the condition of [9, p. 375]. We extend this inner product to
C(gc, ϊ c 3) by the condition that C*(gc, ϊ c 3) and C*(gc, ϊ c 9) are
orthogonal for p^q. There is an operator δ of degree —1 in C(gc, ϊ c ; 8)
which is adjoint to d with respect to this inner product. If η^Cp(Qc, ϊc; 8)

we

(3.

ί<

have,

1)

(dv)(Y,

for Yι,~

, y

, y p + 1em

) = ΣSίϊ(-

We define the "laplacian" operator Δ by A = dδ + δd and we call a
cocycle ί?eC^(gc, I c ; 9) harmonic if Δ?7 = 0. Then every cohomology
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class in the cohomology group Hp(§c, lc 3) is represented by a unique
harmonic cocycle [9, p. 383].

The "covariant differential" Dy of a cochain η^C\<fy ϊ c ; 3) is the
cochain in C^+1(gc, ϊ c 9*) defined by

for Yi, •••, Yp+ί(=Qc, where Yγ denotes the mc-component of Y{ with
respect to the decomposition (1.1). There is an operator D* of
C(gc, ! c ; 3 ) of degree - 1 which is adjoint to D [9, p. 387]. If y<EΞ
CP(QC, ΪC 3), we have

(3 2) ί ϊ
1

where Yiy •••, F p + 1 Gni c .
We put

dp = d-D, δp = 8-D*.

Then ί/P and δp are operators in C(gc, ϊ c 9) of degree 1 and of degree
— 1 respectively and they are adjoint to each other. We get from (3.1)
and (3.2)

r Ϋ
* M p ) , ) )

where F 1 } - , Γj,+1Gmc.

4. The bigraded complex C(gc, fc 9)

From now on we assume that X=G/K is a symmetric bounded
domain in CN. Since m c is the direct sum of n+ and π~ (cf. § 1), the
complex C(gc, ϊ c 9) is then bigraded the submodule Cp'g(<f, lc U) of
C(gc, ϊ c ; a) consists of all y£ΞCr($c, ΐc 3) (r=p-hg) such that if ^(y,,
•• , y r ) φ 0 and F ί e n * for ί = l, •••, r, then the number of Yt belonging
to π+ (resp. to n") equals p (resp. q). We see that CP-9(QC> tc ϋ) is
precisely the submodule of C(cjc, ϊ c 3) which is identified with the
submodule Ap 9(Γ, X, p) of A(T, Xy p) by the idenfication of A(Γ, X, p)
with C(gc, ϊ c 9) given in § 2. Therefore, the group Hp 9(Γ, X, p) may
be identified with the subgroup HP-*(QC

9 Ϊ C 3) of Hp+g(qc, lc 3) consisting
of the cohomology classes represented by the cocycles in Cp><7(gc, fc 9).

The operators d, D, and dp in the bigraded complex C(gc, ϊ c 9)
decompose into the direct sums

d = rf' + rf77, Z) -
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where d', Df and dp (resp. d"y D" and d") are operators of type (1,0)
(resp. of type (0,1)). There exist the adjoint operators of df

y D'y dp
(resp. of d", D"y d'/) which are of type (-1,0) (resp. of type (0, -1))
and they will be denoted by δ', Zλ£, 8'p (resp. δ", D^y δ£') We have then

df = D'+dί, d" = D" + d'P' ,

δ' = Dί + 8'99 δ " = D'*' + S'P'.

We now identify the module CP>9(QC, ic 9) with a subspace of

9®/\n~'0/\xV in the following way. Let Ψ={alf --j(xN} be the set of
the positive complementary roots and let {XΛ;α<=Ψ} and {X^ a^Ψ}
be the eigenvectors of roots as introduced in § 1. To simplify the
notation, we put henceforth

for α, GΨ, f = l, '--,N. Since {Xi} and {Xj} are bases of n+ and n~
respectively and since <JXiy Xj> = 8gj, one of the vector spaces π+ and n~
may be identified with the dual of the other. By the remark at the end

of §2, we can then define an injection i: Cp'9(sc

y ΐc &)->&®/\n~®f\n+

by putting

Kv) = Έiί.<~<ipΈj1<.~<Jgv(χh> -tXipiXh* -,Xjg)®Λΐ-iXit®Λi-iXjs.

Let us denote by ad .̂ (resp. adi) or simply by ad_ (resp. ad+) the re-
P Q

presentation of ϊ c in A n (resp. in Aπ +) induced by the adjoint action

of ϊ c in gc. Then, the image of i coincides with the subspace of
P Q

^ ®Λ n ~®Λ n + consisting of all element η such that

(4.1) (m(y)®l(g)H-l<g)adί.(y)(8)l + l®l®adϊ(y))i7 = 0

for all F e ϊ c . In the following we shall identify the module C* *(gc, ϊ c 3)
P 9

with its image by i in ^®Λ n ~®Λ n +

Under this identification and notation, we get from (3.1), (3.2) and
(3. 3) the following formulae for the operators in C(gc, ϊ c 3).

Ό' = Έ

ί

ί 1 Σ i 2 ( i ι ) 0 ( J k ) 8 ' / =

Here w1 is the operator on %®/\n~®f\n+ defined by w1(Σlpf®cp®c')
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= ^p{-l)pf®cp®c\ where / G 3 , cp<=/\xx~ and c'<=/\n+ ε(X) is the
operator of exterior multiplication by X, and i(Xk) (resp. i{X^)) is the
operator on /\π~ (resp. Λ n + ) defined as usual by the formula

for Z19 •• , Z ί G n " . It follows follows from [9, p. 411] that an element
of C(gc, tc 3) is harmonic if and only if it is annihilated by all these
operators (4.2). In the next section we shall give another proof of
this fact.

We choose a basis {Y19 « , Yr} of ϊ such that

<Ya,Yb> = -8ab (*,δ = l , . . f r ) ,

and put

(4. 3) \Xi9 Xβ = Σ L i ^ / F Λ (i, j = 1, ..., N).

From the relation <£Xi9 Y"β], X/> + <Yβ, [X, , X/]> = 0, we have

(4. 4) [ Y.,

Here and in the following, the index a will range over 1, - ,r, and the
indices &, y, / will range over 1, •• ,iV unless otherwise stated.

For later use, we refer the following obvious formulae.

Lemma 4.1.

where 1 denotes the identity mapping.

Proof. We shall prove the first formula the second one is proved
quite analogously. We have

(4. 6) Σ : - i BάMym)\Xiχ/\.- AXiq)

By (4. 4) the second term on the right side is written in the form
U V

Riumv{Xiι/\ -ί\Xj/\•
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where we put

Put
auv =

and we claim auv=0. Indeed, by Bianchi identity Riujkiv-\-Riukiυj=0, we
get RiujMiυ=Riufjiv. Therefore auv=^lj.kRiu*JioXjAX*= ~Έj,kRiukJivXkAXj

= —aUv> whence auv=0. It follows that the second term on the right
side of (4. 6) vanishes. On the other hand, we have

(4.7) Σί- i [ * . , [* . , XiΏ = -Έ

By Bianchi identity Rij# + Ritjj=O, we get
Then, we get by (4. 3) and (4. 4)

It follows from this and (4. 6) that

The both sides are equal to — -^-(I^Λ

and (4.7), since we know that Σy^ί/*y= —
4.1.

We put

as follows from (4.6)

This proves Lemma

For a linear form λ on the Cartan subalgebra £)c of gc, we shall denote
as usual also by λ the vector Hx^ψ such that λ(iί) = <//λ, iϊ> for all
H^§c; the inner product <λ, /χ> between two linear forms λ, μ means
the value <i/λ, J3μ>. It is well known that the vector 5 of ψ belongs
to the center of ϊ c [2].

Lemma 4. 2. The element \_Xiy X{\ is equal to the vector αt eί)c, and
therefore *ΣtLi[_Xi, X{\ = s. Moreover, we have

Proof. Since <X<,X7> = 1, we have <[Xt, JSΓJ, H> = <XU [H, JSΓ,]>
= ai(H) for all H^ί)c, which proves the first assertion. Since 5 =

], we have
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by Lemma 4.1. Thus <s, a>> = ζai> $ > = — .

5. Laplacian operators in C(gc, I c 3)

Besides the laplacian Δ = dδ-hδd, we define the following laplacians
which are all bidegree-preserving operators in C(gc, ϊ c 3).

Δ' = d'δ' + δW , Δ" = d"8" + h"d" ,

ΔJ - dίδί + δίrfί , Δ7 7 = rfί7δ77 +

We know that Δ - Δ ' + Δ" [9, p. 404]. From the formula (4.2) and (4.5)
we get easily the following formulae for these laplacians:

D =

(5.1)

It follows from these formulas and those of [9, p. 405] the following
equalities:

Δ' = Δ

Δ" = Δ

Since mλ{X) and m2(X') commute for any X and Xf in gc, we have

Δ = Δ7 + Δ77 -

Therefore, (Av, η) = (Δ'Dη9 v)-\-(A'D\ η) + (A'pη, y) + (A'p'v, η) and each term
of the right side is non-negative. Therefore, if we have Δ^ = 0, then
each term vanishes and this implies in turn that v is annihilated by the
operators d'P9 δί, d"y 8'/, D'y D'*y D" and D%. The coverse being also
true, we get the following

Lemma 5.1. An element v of C(gc, ϊ c 3) is harmonic if and only
if A/

Pv = A//v = A/

Dv = A/

Iίv = 0.
Let now C be the element of the universal envelopping algebra S

of gc defined by

(5.2) c = ΣF-ΛX*x*+x*Xk)-Έ.Yl

The element C is called the Casimir element of S and is in the center
of 8. The gc-module structures of 5& are extended naturally to S-module
structures of 3 and we have
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(* = 1,2).

Therefore

2 Σ£χ

On the other hand, we have

where the last equality follows by Lemma 4.1 and wi, <g)ad_ denotes the
tensor product of representations w, and ad_. Using these, we get from
(5.1) the following formulae for the laplacians:

(5.3) 2A'D = - {m1(C)®l+Έa(m1®adJ)(YaY

+ Σi'-i(«i®ad.)([Xj, X

(5.4) 2 Δί = {m2(C) ® 1+Σ« («,® ad_)

Analogously, we have also

(5.5)

(5.6)

Here / denotes the canonical isomorphism of &®/\x\~ ® Λ n + o n t o

Π+®ΛΠ~ defined by t(f®u®v)^f®υ®u.

6. Harmonic cocycles in C° *(gc, ϊ c 3-)

The vector space C0'^(gc, ΐc 3) is identified with the subspace of
Q Q

\π+ consisting of all ??G9®/\n+ such that

(6.1) (m1(F)®l + m2(F)(g)l + l® ad+(F))?7 = 0
for all F G ΪC, since dim cΛ n~= 1 a n ( i a(i-( Y) = 0. Moreover, we see
from (5.1) that

(6.2)

and
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Σ.»»1(y<I)® ad+(rβ)

hold on C°*(g, ϊ 3). Since \_Xk, Xjβ and FΛ belong to ϊ c , we may apply

(6.1) with Y=lXk,Xjβ and Y=Ya. Then

+(r o) 2) = 0,

where the last equality follows by Lemma 4.1. We get therefore

on C° % ϊ 3). Let now )?eCM(9 c, ΐ c 5 9 ) Then we have

V, V) = (Δί,?, 7) + (Δί'i7, V)

and hence Δ 5̂7 = Δp5? = O implies Δ ^ = Δp' >? = 0 and conversely. Thus
is harmonic if either A'όv = ^Ί>v = O or A'Dη = A'p'η = 0.

Put now

Then by (6.2)

Therefore we have A'fiv = 0 if and only if p{Xk)v-h--iq{x) = 0 for all Ϊ E Γ \ G ,

k,it, •• ,i9 = l, ••-, N. Analogously A'Dv = 0 if and only if Xkη-iχ...-iq(x) = 0

for all k, ίιt •• ,ig = l, ••-, N. Thus we get

Lemma 6.1. Let v be an element of COi"(gc, fc 3). Then each of
the following conditions is necessary and sufficient for η to be harmonic:

1) Δ ^ = 0 and

for all I G Γ \ G and ky i19 •••, iq = l, •••, iV.

2) Δί'i7 = 0

a n d k , i l y •• ,fff = l , •• , Λ Γ .

<2r̂  ^ ^ components of v which are F-valued C°°-functions

on Γ\Gf
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7. Isomorphism between the cohomology groups
J5Γ° *(Γ, X, P) and H°a',?(Γ, X, JPl)

Let T be a holomorphic representation of the group Kc in a complex
vector space S and let Jτ be the canonical automorphic factor of type T.
We first construct a bigraded complex which is canonically isomorphic
to the complex A(Γ, X, / τ).

Put
V = 31®CS

where 31 is the vector space of all complex valued C°°-functions on Γ/G.
As in the case of the vector space 3, ίf has ϊc-module structures /, lx

defined respectively by

U) = Yf®U+f®τ(Y)uy

for all F G ! C , /e£ΐ , weS. We can also define the operator lλ(X) for
any Xeg c by the same formula as above.

Let Z/(gc if) be the vector space of all r-linear alternating mappings
of qc into ST. For a form η<=Lr(ac;if) and F e i c we define
Lr(qc;ίf) and ί(r)i7GLr-1(gc if) by putting

zly ••sZjj-Σίi^, -,[r,zj, .. ,zr)
(i(Y)v)(Zly ...ZJ - ^(F,Zly ..,ZM)

for Z19 •-, Z yeg c . Let Lr(gc, fc if) be the subspace of Z/(gc if) consist-
ing of all elements v such that

(7.1) } * < * ) * - 0 .

for all F<ΞΪC. Just as in the case of C(gc, ϊ c 3) we define in Lr(gc, ϊ c <f)
the subspace Z/ *(gc, ίc 3") of all elements of type (/», ^) (p+q = r). Then
Lr(gc, F if) = 2 i + ? =r^ i > ? (g c , fc if). We may identify L P "{QC, Ϊ C ST) with

the subspace of y®/\n~®/\a+ by the mapping

«: v - Σί1< <ίίΣy1<-iβ'7ι1 ι ^ 1 - / , ® Λ ; - i - X ί

where η,1...itj1...jβ=v(Xh, • •, Xip, XJχ, • •, Xjq). Then L" ?(gc, ϊ c if) consists

of all r]t=y®/\a-®/\n+ such that

(/®ad_(g)ad+)(y) i7 = 0

for all Fef c. We can define a coboundary operator d" of degree (0,1)
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in the bigraded module L(gc, I c ίf) = Lp-g(Qc> ΐc;if) by putting

(7.2) d" = (-i)*Σf-i

on L* *(flc, ϊ c if). Thus L(gc, ϊ c if) is a bigraded complex with cobound-
ary operator d".

There exists a canonical isomorphism of the bigraded complex
i4(Γ, X, Jτ) with the coboundary operator d" onto the bigraded complex
L(cf> ϊ c if) this is seen by comparing (1. 4) with (7.1) and (1. 5) with
(7.2). Therefore we identify the group H%,Q(T9 X> Jτ) with the coho-
mology group of the complex L(gc, ϊ c if). Each cohomology class in
i/£;,Q(Γ, X, Jτ) is represented by a unique harmonic element. Here we
call an element y of Lp'g(gf, lc if) harmonic, if y is annihilated by the
operator • " of type (0, 0) defined by

(7. 3) • " = -Σ^-i/i(-ϊ*)/i(-ϊ*)®l®l-Σβ/i(yα)®l®ad+(rβ).

(see [9, p. 403]).

Let now p be an irreducible representation of Gc in a complex vector
space F. We denote by Λ the highest weight of the representation p,
and let FA be the (1-dimensional) eigen-space of the highest weight Λ.
Let Sj be the irreducible ϊc-submodule of F containing FA. Then St

coincides with the subspace of F consisting of all M E F such that p(X)u
= 0 for all I E Π + [9, p. 409]. We take as representation T of Kc the
representation pλ of Kc in Sx induced by p. Let Si be the orthogonal
complement of Sx in F (with respect to the positive definite hermitian
product ( , )F). Then <& = 2i®F decomposes into the direct sum of the
ϊc-submodules if1 = Sί®S1 and if± = 2l®Si and ίf1 consists of all / G 3
such that m2(X)f=0 for all XGΞΠ+. The vector space Z/(gc, ϊ c if,) is
canonically identified with a subspace of C(gc, I c 3) and under this
identification L '̂̂ (gc, ϊ c ^ ) is identified with the subspace of C^*(gc, fc 9)
consisting of all elements 17 such that (w2(X)®l® 1)17 = 0 for all I G Π + .

Moreover, as we see from (5.1) and (7.3), the operator • " is the
restriction of A& into Lp'9($c, tc ifj. Thus a harmonic element y of
L^^(gc, I c ; ^ ) is just an element y of O*(gc, ϊ c 3) such that AHv = 0
and (̂ (-Xik)® 101)^7 = 0 for Λ = l, * ,iV. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that
the space of harmonic elements in L0>(?(gc, fc ίfj coincides with the
space of harmonic cocycles in C°'*(gc, ϊ c 3). From this we get the
following theorem which is proved in [9] in the special case q = N.

Theorem 7.1. Let p be an irreducible representation of Gc in a
complex vector space F and let pλ be the irreducible representation of Kc

μs defined above. Then the cohomology group H&,q(Γ, X} JPi) is canonically
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isomorphic to the cohomology group H°'g(Γ, X, p) for q = 0, ~,N.

We shall need later in § 9 the following lemma, which follows from
the well-known Serre's duality theorem in the case where Γ acts freely
on X.

Lemma 7.1. Let τ be a holomorphic representation of Kc in a
complex vector space S, and let fT~x be its contragradient representation
of Kc in the dual vector space S* of S. Let σ be the 1-dimensional
representation of Kc deϋned by σ(t) = det (adL(/)) for t<=Kc, where adL
is the representation of Kc in the Kc-module n~. Then we have

(Γ, X,Jr) = dimcHW-*(Γ, X, Jσ*tT-i)

for q = 0,»;N.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that the vector space of harmonic
elements in L0>(7(gc, fc if) and the vector space of harmonic elements in
L°>N-9(QC, ΪC £P*) are of same dimension, where <f* is the module Si®S*
with the ϊc-module structure /* defined by

l*(Y)(f®U) =

for YGΞF, / e 5 i , w<=S*. The module £1®S* has also two other ϊ c -
module structures defined by

lΐ(Y)(f®u) = Yf®u,

lt(Y)(f®u) = Yf®uΛ-f®tτ-\Y)u.

We can define l?(X) for any l G g c by the same formula.
We now introduce in S a positive definite hermitian inner product

( , ) s invarinat under all τ(t) {t^K). Then every element u^S defines
an element #M of S* such that (#u)(v) = (v, u) for all v^S. The mapping
u-+$u is a conjugate linear bijection of S onto S*. We can then define
a conjugate linear bijection, denoted also by #, of ίf = !R®S onto ^*
= 31®S* such that #(f®u)=f®(#u) for f^Si and weS, where/is the
complex conjugate of the function /. We verify then easily

' 4 ) I if/ (Y)(f®u) = /ί(F)#(/®«)

for Xeg c, F e ϊ c and (f®u)^(f, where — denotes the conjugation of gc

with respect to g. On the other hand, we can define a conjugate linear
_ Q N-q

bijection * of /\π+ onto Λ n + by putting
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It is then not difficult to see that the following formula holds:

(7. 5) ϊ ( a d + ( ϊ » = ((σ®ad+)(Γ))(* ι;)

for any Y e ϊ c and ι>e/\n+. Now the mappings # and * define canonic-
_ Q JST-Q

ally a conjugate linear bijection #®* of ^ ® Λ n + o n t o ^ * ® Λ π + From
(7.4) and (7. 5), it follows that this mapping # ® * maps L°'*(gc, ϊ c if)
onto L° "-*(gc, fc Sf*) moreover, using (4. 3), (4. 4) and (7. 3), we see
that

holds for all )?GL0>?(gc, ϊ c if), where Π " denotes the laplacian in
L°'N-«(sc, lc £P*) which is defined by a formula analogous to (7.3). Thus
the mapping #<g>* : L0><7(gc, fc <f)->L° N-g(ac, fc Sf*) defines a bijective
conjugate linear mapping between harmonic elements, and this proves
the Lemma.

8. Vanishing" theorems for the cohomology groups
JΪ0 «(Γ, X, />)

By restricting the representation p of gc onto the abelian subalgebra
π", we may consider F as an n~-module. Let C(π~, F) = ̂ gC

9(n~> F)
be the cochain complex of the abelian Lie algebra τt~ with coefficients
in F, and denote by d~ its coboundary operator. We identify canonically

the graded module C(τr, F) = Σ*C*(rr, F) with
Then we have

We define a positive definite hermitian inner product in C(π~, F) by

(c, c') = Σ ^ Σ ^ ^^fev ^ ' c\-ig)F >

where c - Σ ^ Σ ^ ~iqCh- iq®(Xi1/\ — Λ-X"̂ ) and c/ = Σ ί Σ ί 1 < <^^V ^

Let δ" be the adjoint operator of d~ with respect to this inner
product and we define an operator Δ", referred to as a laplacian, by
putting

Δ" = d-δ- + 8~d- .

We call a cocycle c of C(n~, F) harmonic, if A~c = 0. Every cohomology
class in Hq{n~, F) is represented by one and only one harmonic cocycle
(cf. [8]). By calculations analogous to those in £9], we find the follow-
ing formulae
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( 8 χ )

Now, for each point x<=Γ\G> we define a mapping v-*y(x) of
C°'*(gc, ϊ c ; 3) into C(rr, F) as follows. If

v =
then

It follows from (5.1) and (8.1) that

(A'p'y)(x) = A-(v(x))

holds for all I G Γ \ G . By Lemma 6.1 we get the following

Lemma 8.1. // -η is a harmonic cocycle in C°'̂ (gc, ϊ c 9), then η(x)
is a harmonic cocycle in Cq(n~,F) such that p(Xk)(vji...jq(x)) = 0 for k = l,
"',N, x being an arbitrary point of Γ\G.

From the formula (8.1) we obtain the following formula for the
laplacian Δ~ :

(8.2) 2Δ" = p(C)®l + Σ«(p®ad+)(yβ)2 + Σ^(p®ad+)([Z,, X,])

The proof of (8.2) is parallel to the proof of the formula (5.6) for A'/.
The module F<g)/\n+ will be considered as a ϊc-module by the

representation p®ad+ of fc in F®/\n+. It follows from (8.2) that the
Q

ϊc-submodule S1®/\n+ is stable under the operator Δ" and we denote by

Δ~ the restriction of Δ" into S1®/\n+. Since p(Xk)u = 0 for u^S1 and
* = 1, .. ,ΛΓ, we have P([_Xk, Xjβ)^p(Xk)P(X,) + p(X^P(Xk) on S, and hence
we have

on S1. By this and Lemma 4.1 the last term of (8. 2) is

d+([X,, X-kJ)
®l + Σ«p(^) 2 ®l-l®Σ f l a

on S^A^- W e P u t

C is an element of the center of the envelopping algebra $' of
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Then, extending the representations of ϊ c to those of S', we get from
(8.2) the following formula:

(8. 3) 2ΔQ" = 2 P (C)®l-p(C / )®l + l®ad + (C / )-(p®ad + )(C / ).

Now we choose an ordering of the roots such that the roots be-
longing to Ψ are all positive. Let Θ be the set of all positive roots
a of QC such that X β e ϊ c , XΛ being an eigenvector for the root α. Then
Σ + = ΨUΘ is the set of all positive roots. We denote by {yly •••, yi\
the set of all simple roots and we may assume that y19 •• , γ s are in Ψ
and γ 5 + 1, •••, 7/ are in Θ. It is known that the number 5 equals the
number of simple factors of gc and that ys+19 •••, 7/ are also simple as
roots of the complex reductive Lie algebra ϊ c . Under these notations,
if p (resp. r) is an irreducible representation of gc (resp. ϊ c) with highest
weight Λ (resp. A'), then p(C) and τ(C') are scalar operators and we
have

(8. 4) P(C) =

(8. 5) τ(C0 = {<Λ', Λ '>+Σ β e Θ <Λ' ,

Indeed, these formulae are easily proved by calculating the effect of
p(C) (resp. τ(C')) to an eigenvector belonging to the highest weight Λ
(resp. A').

Theorem 8.1. Let p be an irreducible representation of Gc in a
complex vector space F and let Λ be the highest weight of p. Let c be a
harmonic cocycle of C*(rr, F) such that p(X)cj .. ϊq = 0 for iiy •••, iq = l, •••, N
and for all X e π + , where Cil...jq = c(X7l> « ,X^). Let qp be the number of
roots a belonging to Ψ such that <Λ, α>>0. Then, if q<qP> c is equal
to 0.

Proof. Let

q

be a decomposition of the ϊc-module /\n + into direct sum of irreducible
ϊc-submodules and we denote by Ay the highest weight of the irreducible
representation ϊ c in Mj ( / = 1 , * ,A). Then each Λy is a sum of q roots
in Ψ. Let further

S1®MJ= Uh+- + U,VJ

be a decomposition of the ϊc-module S&Mj into direct sum of irreducible
ϊc-submodules. If we denote by Λ the highest weight of the represent-
ation p of gc in Fy the highest weight of the representation of ϊ c in
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is just equal to Λ + Λy and we may arrange the numbering of
Uh in the way that the highest weight ξh of the irreducible represent-
ation of ϊ c in Uh is Λ + Λy. Let ξH be the highest weight of the
irreducible representation of ϊ c in £/y, . Then we have

: . . — ε. _ V ^ γyι ry ({ > 1 ̂
,jt — ζji 2-kt=s+\mt it \ι<^ *-)

where mt (ί = 5 + l, •••,/) are non-negative integers.
It follows from the formula (8. 3) that the laplacian A~ leaves in-

variant the subspaces UjΊ of F(g)/\n and is a scalar operator affl on
each Uji. In view of (8.3), (8.4) and (8.5), the scalar aft is given by

(8. 7) 2a)V = 2«Λ,

+ «Λ

Now we get from (8. 6)

Since fyi is the highest weight of an irreducible representation of ϊ c and
θ , we have <£#, γ ^ ^ O , and hence we get

Moreover, we have

Since ^ ' ^ Σ β e © ^ is the sum of positive roots of [fc, ϊ c ] , we have
for all γ e θ , and hence we get

Therefore from (8. 7) follows the inequality

(8. 8) a<fi > aft for i = 2, , t;y.

Since we have fyi = Λ + Λy, we get immediately from (8.7):

As Λy is a sum of q roots in Ψ, Σ«eψ^ — Λy is a sum of N—q roots in
Ψ = {aly •". aN}. Since Λ is the highest weight of the irreducible
representation of p, we have <Λ, α > ^ 0 for a positive root a and hence
Λ$V is non-negative. It follow also that a$ is positive for j=l, •••, h if
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> Q? being the number of roots belonging to Ψ such that <Λ, α>>0.
If aft is positive for j = l,—,h9 we see from (8.7) and (8.8) that

Q

the laplacian Δ~ has no eigenvalue equal to 0 on S^®/\x+ and hence
there is no harmonic cocycle different from 0 in Cg(n~> F) belonging to

S i ® Λ π + This means that, if affX) for j = l, •••, h and if c is a harmo-
nic cocycle in C*(n~, F) such that p(Xk)cj1...-ig = 0 for k9i19 —9ig = l9 ~ 9N9

then c is equal to 0. As we have observed above, if q<qP we get
for y = l, •••, N and this proves the theorem.

REMARK. We shall see later in § 11 that Theorem 8.1 is a conse-
quence of a more general result which depends on a deep result of
Kostant [8]. The present proof of Theorem 8.1 is more elementary.
According to Raghunathan [11], the number qp in Theorem 8.1 is
greater than 1 for almost all p in the case where G is simple.

From this theorem and Lemma 8.1, we get immediately the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 8. 2. The notation being as in Theorem 8.1, the cohomology
group Hoq(Γ, Xy p) vanishes for all q<qP.

From this theorem follows :

Corollary 1. The notation being as in Theorem 8.1, suppose that
<Λ, 7, >>0 for i — 1, -~,Sj where ylf * , γ 5 are the simple roots belonging
to Ψ. Then the cohomology group Hog(Γ, X, p) vanishes for q<Ny N
being the complex dimension of the symmetric bounded domain X.

Proof. We know that a root α e ψ is written in the form α = γ,
+ Σί=s+i^7*> l^it^Sy where m,(s + l ^ / ^ / ) are non-negative integers.
Then <Λ,α> = <Λ,γ, > + Σ U i ^ < Λ , γ f > and <Λ, γy>^0 for j=l9 ••-,/.
Therefore, if <Λ, γ ^ X ) for i = l, « ,s, we have <Λ, α>>0 for all α E Ψ
and hence q? = N. The corollary follows thus from Theorem 8.2.

Corollary 2. Let QC be simple and let rγ1 be the {unique) simple root
of cf belonging to Ψ. Then, the cohomology group Hoq(Γ, X, ad) vanishes

for < 7 < — ] — - - l .
<7 7>

Proof. This follows from Theorem 8.2, if we show that qad =

— 1 . The highest weight of the adjoint representation ad of QC

is nothing but the highest root of gc, which we shall denote by β0. We
know that β0 belongs to Ψ. Since gc is simple, we know also that the
representation aά\ of ϊ c in n+ is irreducible. The weights of this
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representation adi are the roots belonging to Ψ the highest weight is
β0 and the lowest one is the unique simple root j 1 belonging to Ψ.
Therefore, there exists an element R1 belonging to the Weyl group of
ϊ c which transforms the roots belonging to Ψ among themselves and
which maps β0 to ylm Then, </50, α> = <γx, R^a)) for αEψ, and hence
the number qad equals the number of roots α £ ψ such that (γ^ α>>0.

Now, if αGΨ and αφy1, neither α-V(y1 nor α—2γj can be a root

of gc. It follows that the number 2 ^ α > 7 l ^ is equal to 0 or 1. On the
<7i> 7i>

other hand, we know by Lemma 4.2 that 2<γ1, s> = l where ^ ^ Σ ^ ψ α .
By these we get

yo. o) qad — 2-iα>eψ —y r- — -L

<Ύ 7 >

which proves the Corollary.

9. Vanishing1 theorems for the cohomology groups
J5Γ2̂ (Γ, X, Jτ)

The following theorem follows immediately from Theorems 7.1 and
8.2 and Corollary 1 of Theorem 8.2.

Theorem 9.1. Let p be an irreducible representation of Gc in a
complex vector space F and let A be the highest weight of p. Let further
pλ be the irreducible representation of Kc in the complex vector space
Sj, Sj being the irreducible Kc-submodule of F containing the eigenspace
of the highest weight Λ. Then the cohomology group H%q (Γ, Xy JPl)
vanishes for q<qP, where q? is the number of roots αGΨ such that
<Λ, α»0.

/ / <Λ, 7, > > 0 for i = l , ,s, where yly •• , τ 5 are the simple roots

belonging to Ψ, then

JfW,X,/Pl) = (0)

for q<N.
In the case where gc is simple and p is the adjoint representation

ad of gc, pi is the representation ad\ of Kc in n+. Moreover, if Γ
operates freely on X> the group HQa,?{Γy X, Jad\) is isomorphic to the
^-dimensional cohomology group Hq(T\X, Θ) of the complex manifold
T\X with coefficients in the sheaf Θ of germs of holomorphic sections
of the tangent bundle of Γ\X (cf. [9, p. 414]). Thus we get from
Corollary 2 of Theorem 8.2 the following
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Corollary (Calabi-Vesentini). The notations being as above, the coho-

mology group H9(Γ\X, Θ) vanishes for q< — 1.
<Ti, 7i>

REMARK. The theorem of Calabi-Vesentini [3] states that the group
Hq(T\Xy Θ) vanishes for q<j{D)-l the number y(D) is equal to R/N\iy

where iV=dimcX> R is the (constant) scalar riemannian curvature of X
and X1 is the smallest eigenvalue of a certain linear operator Q defined
in terms of the curvature tensor of X It should be noted that j(D) is

just equal to . Denoting by R^kh the real components of the
<7i, 7i>

curvature tensor with respect to orthogonal frames, we have R=Σ?j=ii?,7,v
= -Έ2j-iδi*/2= - ( d i m ^ X ) ^ -dim c X= -N, while Borel [1] has proved

that the number λ2 is given by — <γ l f γx>. Thus we get y(D) = .
<7i, 7i>

We remark also that the number qad is equal to m(G/K) + l, where
m(G/K) is the number of roots αGΨ, α Φ η , for which α~rγ1 is a root
of gc. This is seen from the first equality in (8. 8) and this formula is
used in [1] to compute qad.

Theorem 9.2. Suppose that gc is simple. Let τ be a holomorphic
irreducible representation of Kc in a complex vector space S and let Λ be
the highest weight of T. We denote by σ the 1-dimensional representation
of Kc defined by σ-^^det (adi(/)) for t<=Kc, by rγ1 the unique simple
root belonging to Ψ and by β0 the highest root of gc. Then

1) // <Λ, γ 1 » 0 , then #^9(Γ, X9JT) = (0) for q<N.

2) Let σr®τ be the representation of Kc in S defined by {σr®τ){s)
= σ{s)rτ{s) for s<^Kc, r being an integer. If r> — 2<Λ, 7X>, then
mK?> X,L-r*r) = (0) for q<N.

3) // <Λ, ^ 0 > < — l , then H°^(Γ9 X,JT) = (O) for q>0.

Proof. Let Hc be the Cartan subgroup of Gc which corresponds to
the Cartan subalgebra ψ of gc. Then Hc is clearly contained in Kc.
We know that the kernel of the homomorphism A^exp2π\/ — \h of

ψ onto Hc contains the lattice of £)c generated by \—-— α G Σ .
l<α,α> J

Since Λ is a weight of the representation r of the group Kc, it follows

that the numbers ^ ' a' are integers for all roots a of cf. Let γ19

••-,7/ be the simple roots of gc then γ ^ ψ and 72, ,7/ are simple

roots of the reductive Lie algebra ϊ c . Thus, if we put mt= ^ '
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for ί = l ,2 , •••,/, then m1 is an integer and m2, ,m / are non-negative
integers. Let Aly " ,Λ/ be the fundamental highest weights of gc, that

is, Λ, is the weight such that 2<A*"> γ ^ = δ<v for j = l, •••,/. We have
< >

then A = m1A1-{ hrn/Λ,. We shall now prove the three assertions 1),
2) and 3).

1) The condition <Λ, 7i>>0 is equivalent to mλ>0. In this case
Λ is a highest weight of cjc, and hence there exists an irreducible re-
presentation p of gc in a complex vector space F with highest weight
Λ. The representation τ of ϊ c is then equivalent to the representation
Pi of ϊ c induced by p in the complex vector space Siy where Sx is the
irreducible ϊc-submodule of F containing the eigenspace of the weight
Λ. We see then by Theorem 9.1 that HΌ^(Γ, X, p) = (0) for q>N.
(Note that the representation p need not be induced by a representation
of the group Gc, since the proof of Theorem 9.1 is purely infinitesimal).

2) Since π~ is spanned by {Xs α e Ψ } , the weight of the 1-dimen-
sional representation σ of Kc is given by — s where 5 = Σ Λ e Ψ α . Since
5 is in the center of ! c , we have <s, 7/> = 0 for i=2, •••,/. On the other

hand, we have ^Sy 7 L > = by Lemma 4.2, which shows that
<7i, 7i> <7i, 7i>

5 = Λ l β Now the highest weight of σ~r®τ is ( — r){—s) + K =
<7 7 >

and we have ζrs + A, γiy =—+<Λ, 7X>, which is positive
<\/l> 7l/> 2

for r>—2<Λ, 7X>. Thus the assertion 2) follows by applying the

assertion 1)
3) By Lemma 7.1 we have

(9.1) d i m c W Γ , X, Λ) = d i m c # ^ - « ( Γ , X, J^tT-ή .

where tτ~1 is the representation of Kc contragradient to T. We see that
the representation tr~1 has — Λ as its lowest weight. Now, since both
{Ύ2> * >7/} a n ( i {~72> •"> ~~7/} are fundamental systems of roots of the
reductive Lie algebra fc, there exists an element Rλ of the Weyl group
of ϊ c such that Rλ transforms the set {γ2, « ,7/} onto the set { — yx, •••,
- γ7}. Then <Rλ{ - Λ), γy> = < - Λ, RΓ\ΎJ)> ^ 0 for i = 2 , , /, which shows
that i?i( — Λ) is the highest weight of *τ~1. Consider the irreducible
representation adi of Kc in tt+ instead of T. Then the highest weight
of adi is the highest root β0 while the representation ^(adi)"1 is equi-
valent to the representation adL whose highest weight is the root — rγ1.
Therefore, we see that R1( — β0)=—y1 and so that R1(β0) = rγ1. Moreover,
if we consider Rx as an element of the Weyl group of gc, then Rλ
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transforms the roots belonging to Ψ among themselves. It follows in
particular that the highest weight —5 of σ is left fixed by Rλ. From
these we see that the highest weight of σξg^r"1 is — 5 + i?x( —Λ) and

= - ( < $ , /30> + <Λ, /30» .

By the assertion 1) and (9.1), the group Hoq(Γ, X, / τ ) vanishes for g>0

if < - 5 + i? 1 (-Λ) , 7 i » 0 , that is, if <Λ, yβ o ><-<^, βo>. Since <s, βo>=ir

by Lemma 4.2, we conclude that H°'g(Γ, X, / τ ) = (0) for q>0 if <Λ,/50>

<—-^-. Thus the theorem is completely proved.

EXAMPLE. We consider the case where X is the symmetric bounded

domain of type III. In this case we have Gc = Sp(n, C), Kc = GL{ny C)

and, for a representation T of Kc

y Jτ(s, x) is of the form r^icx + d)'1)

[9, p. 397 and p. 414]. A Cartan subalgebra ψ of g c such that f jcϊ

is parametrized by (λ!, « , λ n ) with <λ, , λy> = δ ί 7 /(4^ + 4). We may

put 7 ! = 2 λ M , Tί^λj.x + λ,- (i=2,' -fή) and / 3 0 = 2 λ 1 . The highest weight

of an irreducible representation r of ϊ c = gl(w, C) is of the form

WxλjH Vm^n with the integral coefficients m t with m1^m2^"^mn.

The conditions in Theorem 9.2 are as follows: T h e condition in 1)

means rnn>0, and the condition in 3) means mx<— (n + 1). As for the

condition in 2), we note that the representation σ is given by σ(t) =

( d e t / ) " c w + υ for tEΞKc = GL(n,C) and so /<r-r(87.

4-ί/)"1). Since 2<Λ,γ 1 > = - ^ * - the condition in 2) means r>
n+l n+1

10. Cohomology of the abelian Lie algebras π± and
the decompositions of the ϊc-modules

In the sections 10, 11 and 12 we shall study the cohomology groups
HP'9(T} X, p). We assume always that p is irreducible. We begin with
the study of the cohomology groups ϋfCrt*, F) of the abelian Lie algebras
n* by utilizing the laplacians A± as in §8 and we shall apply the
results to the study of the cohomology groups Hpi9(Γ, X, p). We shall
need some results of Kostant and in this section we follow the work of
Kostant [8] (see also Cartier [4]).

Let

be a decomposition of the ϊc-module F(g)/\n+ into direct sum of irre-
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ducible F-modules C/f/, where ξ' denotes the lowest weight of the irre-
ducible representation τ$/ of ϊ c in U^. Now, since s = ̂ k\XkyX{\ by
Lemma 4. 2, the formula (8.2) may be written in the form

2Δ" =

The element s = Σ*eΦ<z being in the center of ϊ c, the last term is a
scalar operator in each C/e/. Thus the laplacian Δ" is a scalar operator
#£/l on ί/g' and, by formulae analogous to (8. 4) and (8. 5), the scalar ag
is given by

Here A' denotes the lowest weight of the irreducible representation p
and we put

Since 5 + 5 /=2δ, we get easily

2tfξ/ = I Λ ' - δ ^

Thus we get

2Δ~ - (IΛ7 — δ | 2 — 1^ —δ| 2 )l

on C/g/.
We shall establish a condition on the weight ξ' in order that the

equality |Λ' — δ| = \ξ' — δ| holds (see Proposition 10.1 below). We denote
as above by Σ the set of (non-zero) roots of cjc and by XJ+ (resp. Σ - )
the set of positive (resp. negative) roots. For a subset Φ of Σ we
denote by <Φ> the sum of the roots belonging to Φ. Let W be the
Weyl group of gc and for an element T of W, we put

φτ= Γ(Σ-)nΣ+

We have then the quality

TS = δ-<Φ τ>

(see [8]). Put

W1 = {T<EΞW; Φ τ c i ψ } ,

Ψ being the set of positive complementary roots. An element T of W
belongs to W1 if and only if T\θ)czθ (see [8]).

Let Wx be the Weyl group of the semisimple Lie algebra [ ϊ c , I c ] .
In a natural way we may consider Wx as a group of linear transforma-
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tions on the real vector space spanned by 2 and we may identify Wx

with a subgroup of W. Then W1 constitutes a complete set of re-
presentatives of right cosets of W mod. Wt, i.e. each element T of W'is
written uniquely in the form

T= TXT2 (T^W19 T^W1)

(see [8]). Under these notations, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 10.1. (Kostant). Let

(10.1) F®/\n+ = Σ Ή '

be a decomposition of F<2)/\n+ into direct sum of irreducible lc-modules
Uξ'9 where ξ/ denotes the lowest weight of the irreducible representation
of ϊ c in ί/jt/. Let Λ' be the lowest weight of the irreducible representation
9 of gc in F. Then we have

|Λ'-δ|^|r-S|

and the equality

(10.2) |Λ'-δ| = ir-δ|

holds if and only if there exists T^W1 such that

Moreover, the mapping T-+ξ'τ=TK' + ζΦτy is a bijection of W1 onto the
set of the lowest weights ξ' appearing in the decomposition (10.1) and
satisfying (10.2).

Let n(T) denote the number of the roots belonging to Φτ. Then a
weight vector of ζ'τ is, up to a scalar multiple, of the form

where eτκ' is a weight vector of Th', and U?T is therefore a subs pace

of F<g)/\n+. Consequently the space

coincides with the space of all harmonic cocycles of C9{y\~, F).
The proof of Proposition 10.1 is parallel to a proof, given by

Cartier [4], of Kostant's main result in [8], so we may omitt it.
If p is a trivial representation of gc, then the coboundary operator

d~ of C(π", F) reduces to 0 and so is the laplacian Δ~. We get there-
fore the following
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Proposition 10. 2. (Kostant). The ϊc-module /\n+ decomposes into a
direct sum of irreducible ίc-modules

where <ΦT> is the lowest weight of the representation of ΐc in Q<ΦT>.

We know that there exists one and only one element fiElf such
that i?(Σ+) = Σ - Let

Then we see easily that

= - Θ .

Therefore the highest weights in U?τ and Q<ΦT> are RJ£'T) and <i?xΦτ>
respectively and we write :

We consider now the cochain complex C(π+, F) of the abelian Lie
algebra n+ and define the laplacian Δ + as in the case of the cochain
complex C(rr, F). Identifying C(n+, F) with F®/\xχ-, we get the follow-
ing formula:

2 Δ + =

We obtain also the following two propositions due to Kostant.

Proposition 10. 3. Let

(10. 3) F®/\a~ = ΣlVξ

be a decomposition of F®/\n~ into direct sum of irreducible lc-modules
Vξ

9 where ξ denotes the highest weight of the irreducible representation
of ϊ c in Vξ. Let Λ be the highest weight of the irreducible representation
P of gc in F. Then the laplacian Δ + leaves invariant each of the subspace
Vξ and we have

2 Δ + =

in V*. Moreover we have

and the equality

(10.4)
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holds if and only if there exists T^W1 such that

ξ= TΛ-<ΦT>.

The mapping T-+ξτ=TA-ζΦτ> is a bijection of W1 onto the set of
highest weights ξ appearing in the decomposition (10.3) and satisfying the
equality (10. 4).

A weight vector of ξτ is> up to a scalar multiple, of the form

new

where eTA is a weight vector of TΛ, and V*r is a subspace of F®/\n~.
The space

coincides with the space of all harmonic cocycles of Cp(n+, F).

Proposition 10. 4. The ΐc-module f\n~ decomposes into a direct sum
of irreducible lc-modules

where — <ΦΓ> is the highest weight of the representation ofϊc in

11. The operators Lf and L" in the module F®/\n~®/\n+

We define two operators U and L" in the vector space

£ = F®/\n-®/\n+

by putting

U = Δ+®1

L" = rXΔ

where t is the canonical isomorphism of F(g)/\rr<g)/\n+ onto F®/\n
®Λ«" defined by t(f®u®v)=f®v®u. Put

%*>>* = F®/\r\-®/\n+

and

Mp>q = {c^lp'q L'c = L"c = 0} .

Let
F =

be a decomposition of F into a direct sum of irreducible ϊc-modules,
where μ denotes the highest weight of the irreducible representation of
I c in F. Put
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W\r)= {T^W1; n{T) = r] .

We have then

where we put

, S, T) = F μ

We see easily that %(μ, S, T) is invariant by U and L" and hence we
have

^P'g(μ> S, T)

where we put

Jίp'g(μf S, T) = Jίp'gΠ%(μ, S, T).

Lemma 11.1. Let c be an element of Fμ®Q<R^φ^> and suppose
A~c = 0 and cφO. Then we have μ=R1TA/.

Proof. By the assumption of the lemma, the intersection of F μ ®
Q</?1CΦ2,)> w i t h ]Πτ/e^ic^£/*iSV (g = n(T)) is not empty, and hence there
exists T'tΞW\q) such that C/^V is contained in F μ ® Q < ^ C Φ ^ ) > . Then
ξ'τ, is a weight in Fμ®Q<R^^> and hence there exists a weight v in
Fμ and a subset Φ of Ψ such that

We get then v=TΆr and Φ = Φ r / ([8] or [4]). Since T'-χθ)(Z@ and
<T/Λ/, #> = <Λ', T'"1/?), we have <T/Λ/, /9>^0 for all /3GΞΘ, because Λ'
is the lowest weight of the representation p of gc. It follows from this
that v=T'Ar is the lowest weight in Fμ and hence we get R1T

/A/ = μ.
On the other hand, since <ΦT'> is the lowest weight in Q<*τ,>, we
have « Φ Γ / ) , /5>^0 for β^θ and, as <ΦΓ>> is a weight in Q < Φ Γ > , we
get <ΦT/> = <ΦT>. Since the correspondence T-><ΦT> (T^W1) is one-
to-one, we get T=Tf and we have finally μ = R1TA/.

Analogously we obtain

Lemma 11.2. Let c be an element of Fμ®P~<φ^> and suppose
A+c = 0 and cΦO. Then we have μ = SA.

Lemma 11. 3. The space Jίp'g(μy S, T) is different from (0) if and
only if we have μ = SA=R1TA/.

In fact, if Mp'\μ, S, T)Φ(O), we get μ = SA=R1TA/ by Lemmas
11.1 and 11.2. Conversely, if we have μ = SA = R1TA/

y the element
c = eμ®(ΛΛeφ5-X">Λ)(g)(ΛΛel?lCφal)-X"Λ) belongs to Mp'q{μy Sy T).

Let a be a root belonging to Ψ. Then a is a weight in the fc-
jnoςlule π + and so is Rλa. Thus we have 7?i(Ψ) = ψ.
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Lemma 11.4. Let S and T be two elements of W1 such that SA =
RXTA' holds. Let α G f . // a^ΦsnR1(Φτ) or αeΦsUi?i(Φτ)> then we
have <Λ, S~1α> = 0.

Proof. By the definition of W\ Φτ is a subset of Ψ and Φ τ =
T(Σ_)ίlΨ. Hence Rλa belongs to Φ r if and only if T"1i?1α<0. Since
R\ = l and /?(Σ-) = Σ+> we see that a belongs to Rλ{Φτ) if and only if
RT~1R1a>0. Analogously, we see that a belongs to Φ 5 if and only if
S~1α<0. Suppose that α<=Φs nί i(Φ Γ ) . Then <SΛ, α> = <Λ, S ^ α ^ O ,
because S~1a is negative and Λ is the highest weight of the represent-
ation p. On the other hand, as we have SA=R1TA/, Λ/=i?Λ, Rl = l
and R2 = l, we have <SΛ, α> = <Λ, RT-'R^y^O, because R.T'Ra is
positive. Therefore we get <Λ, S~1α)> = 0. Analogously we get <Λ, S " 1 ^
= 0 if

Proposition 11.1. Suppose that <Λ, α>>0 for all positive roots a.
Then we have

Mp>g = (0)

for

Proof. By the assumption we have <Λ, /3>Φθ for any root /3φO.
Let S and T be two elements of W1 such that SA = R1TA' holds. It
follows then from Lemma 11.4 that we must have Φ sUi?i(Φr)-Φ and
Φs nR1(Φτ) = Φ In particular, we get n(S) + n(T) = N. We see then from
Lemma 11.3 that Jίp g*(0) implies

Proposition 11. 2. Let p? be the number of roots a in Ψ such that
<Λ/, α><0. Then we have

Mp>° = (0)

for p<pP.

Proof. Let S be an element of W1 such that SA = R1A'. (Note that
W\0) = l). Let αGΨ and let <Λ', α><0. We claim that Rxa belongs to
Φ s . Indeed, we have <2?1Λ

/, ftαXO and R1A
/ = SA9 whence <Λ, S"1/?^)

<0. Therefore S'^a is negative and this implies i f^GΦs. It follows
then that the number n(S) of roots belonging to Φ s is not less than pp.
We see from Lemma 11.3 that Jίpl0Φ(0) implies p^pP and the proposi-
tion is proved.

Analogously we get the following proposition which is identical with
Theorem 8.1.

Proposition 11. 3. Let qp be the number of roots a in ψ such that
<(Λ? α>>0. Then we have.
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Jί°'q = (0)

12. Theorems on the cohomology groups Hp>q(T, X, />)

Let now y be an element of Cp'*(g, f $). F°r a point x of Γ\G

we define a mapping v->y(x) of C* *(gc, ! c 3) into ϊ * *
by putting

Note that Vi1-tjj1~.j, = v(Xi1, -,Xip,Xjl9-> Xjq) is an F-valued C~-f unction
on Γ\G. It follows from (5.4) and (5.6) that we have

Therefore if v is a harmonic cocycle in Cp'q(Qc, ϊ c 3), then we have
y(x)^J{p'q for all # e Γ \ G .

We get then from Propositions 11.1 and 11. 2 the following vanish-
ing theorems.

Theorem 12.1. Let p be an irreducible representation of G in a
complex vector space F and let Λ be the highest weight of p. Suppose
that <Λ, α>>0 for all positive roots a of gc. Then the cohomology group
Hpq(Γ, X, p) vanishes for p-\-q^=N.

This theorem generalizes a part of the main theorem of [10].

Theorem 12. 2. The notions being as in Theorem 12.1, let Λ' be the
lowest weight of p. Let pp be the number of roots a in Ψ such that
<Λ', α><0. Then the cohomology group Hp0(T, X, p) vanishes for p<pP.

We can also derive Theorem 8. 2 from Proposition 11. 3.
Suppose now Γ acts freely on X. Then we have

Σ ^ o ( - l ) r d i m c # r ( Γ , X, p) = dimcF-E(Γ\X) (p : arbitrary)

where E(Γ\X) denotes the Euler characteristic of the complex manifold
Γ\X (see [10]). By a theorem of Hirzebruch [6], we have

E(Γ\X) = X(T\X)E(Xa)

where X(Γ\X) is the arithmetic genus of T\X arid E(XU) is the Euler
characteristic of the compact form Xu of X. Furthermore, if X is
irreducible, Hirzebruch [5] has given the following formula.
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where v(T\X) denotes the total volume of Γ\X measured by the volume
element associated to the Bergman metric on X and

Here δ = -=-ΣΛ > oα, s = Σ Λ e ψ # and yι is the unique simple root belonging

to ψ. Since 2<s, 7i> = l by Lemma 4.2, we get

Therefore, we have

X(T\X) = (-τr)-^ΠΛeΨ<δ, ay-υ(Γ\X).

On the other hand, by WeyΓs formula we have

Combining these formulae, we get from Theorem 12.1 the following
theorem.

Theorem 12.3. Under the same notations and assumptions as in
Theorem 12.1, suppose that X is irreducible and that Γ acts freely on X.
Then we have

/Γ(Γ, X, p) = (0) (rΦN)

dimmer, X, P) = ( - ^ 5 ^ ^ E(Xu)υ(Γ\X).
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